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POMODORO
b. h. 2008 by Jet Master – Golden Apple by Northern Guest
“A South African Derby winner with the speed to capture graded stakes at 1450m, Pomodoro
is the leading son at stud of the sensational Jet Master.
Pomodoro is a winner of 8 races, 3,761,375 Rands, including South African Derby (G1),
Durban July (G1), Tony Ruffel Stakes (G3), KZN Betting World Guineas Trial, etc. second
South African Classic (G1), third Queen’s Plate (G1), Rising Sun Gold Challenge (G1),
President’s Champions Challenge (G1), etc.
Pomodoro is by Horse of the Year, Champion Miler, Champion Sprinter Jet Master, winner of
17 races, including Queen’s Plate (G1), twice, Cape Argus Guineas (G1), Mercury Sprint (G1),
Gold Spur (G1), twice, Nissan Challenge (G1), Cape Flying Championship (G1), Keith Hepburn
Champion Stakes (G2), Hawaii Stakes (G2), Kwazulu-Natal Breeders’ Championship, etc.
Champion Sire four times, Jet Master is sire of 67 stakes winners, including Champions J J the
Jet Plane, Pocket Power, Lizarre, Past Master and Mythical Flight, other grade one winners
Pomodoro, Ebony Flyer, Yorker, In The Fast Lane, Thunder Dance, River Jetez, Floatyourboat,
Soft Landing, Viva Maria, Love Is In The Air, All Afire, Ravishing, Gluweein, Little Miss Magic,
etc.
Pomodoro is half-brother to grade two winner Golden Chariot, stakes winner Quest For
Gold. The dam, Golden Apple, won the Gosforth Park Fillies’ Guineas (G2). Her dam graded
stakes placed, Avergold, is half-sister to graded placed Abie Cee, and to Applemania (dam of
graded stakes winner Apple-A-Day). The third dam, Apples of Gold, is half-sister to grade two
winner Eve’s Error.
Pomodoro is a half-brother to Quest For Gold, a stakes winning daughter of Jallad. That
horse is by Blushing Groom, and Rakeen/Jet Master has been prolific with Blushing Groom.
This including grade one winners Gluewein and North By Northwest out of mares by Our
Casey’s Boy, a graded stakes winner out of a mare by Jallad, and stakes winners out of
mares by Comic Blush and Candy Ride, and this strain could also be introduced through
Spectrum and Kabool. It would also be interesting to introduce Blushing Groom through
Rahy, a half-brother to Rakeen, and he might be found through Noverre or Fantastic Light,
both of whom shuttled to the Southern Hemisphere.
Jet Master’s broodmare sire, Rollins, is out of a sister to Roberto, and Jet Master has five
stakes winners from 46 starters out of Roberto line mares. This including four stakes
winners, among them grade one winners Little Miss Magic and Yorker out of mares by Al
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Mufti, who is sire of Captain Al (who gives linebreeding to Buckpasser and his family),
Victory Moon (interesting as he is something a reverse cross to Jet Master, and has Dancing
Champ, a parallel Northern Dancer/Tom Fool cross to Northern Guest) and Cataloochie.
There is also a stakes winner by Jet Master out of a mare by Into the Sun (a close relative to
Dynaformer). Other potential sources of Roberto including Shuailaan (a close relative to Al
Mufti), Labeeb (by Lear Fan). It would also be worth considering Red Ransom – who is a
reverse cross to Rollins, the broodmare sire of Jet Master – and sons, including sons that
have stood in Australia such as Domesday (who is from the family of Pomodoro’s
broodmare sire), Charge Forward, Sri Pekan and Red Clubs.
Roberto is a Turn-To line horse, and via the Sir Ivor/Sir Tristram branch of that line, both Jet
Master and Rakeen have sired graded stakes winners out of mares by Zabeel. In South Africa
that line could be brought in through Grey’s Inn, a son of Zabeel. This cross is generally
going to give distance horses, but could also be tried through Lonhro (who may give a little
more speed), Niello, Octagonal, Reset, Denman and Savabeel. It may also be worth
considering the Halo branch of Turn-to through Southern Halo (a reverse cross to Rakeen),
and his son, More Than Ready.
Pomodoro is inbred 3 x 3 to Northern Dancer through the male-line of the sire and the dam,
but two prominent sires, Exceed and Excel and Rock of Gibraltar, have and identical pattern,
and they have sired more than 60 other stakes winners when crossed back over Northern
Dancer line stallions, so one would not be afraid to test Pomodoro over mares from that
line.
Jet Master has been good with mares from the Lyphard branch of Northern Dancer, getting
six stakes winners on the cross, five out of mares by Elliodor (sire of Model Man) and one by
Concertino.
Rakeen is a three-quarters brother to Singspiel, a son of Sadler’s Wells, and Jet Master is sire
of two stakes winners, including grade one winner Thunder Dance, out of a mare by Fort
Wood, a son of Sadler’s Wells. It would also be possible to consider mares by Fort Wood
sons Dynasty and Whistling Wood, and Sadler’s Wells through Casey Tibbs, Dolpour,
Braashee and Doowaley. Of Sadler’s Wells line stallions that have stood in Australia, we
could note Singspiel (giving inbreeding to Champion Glorious Song), Galileo, Carnegie,
Montjeu and Barathea. This also suggests considering mares by Sadler’s Wells’s brother,
Fairy King, who might be brought in through Tara’s Halls, Anytime, Second Empire,
Almushtarak and Encosta de Lago. Nureyev is a three-quarters brother to Sadler’s Wells and
Fairy King, and his son, Caesour, is sire of graded stakes winners Golden Chariot out of the
dam of Pomodoro. Other sources of Nureyev that could be tried are Wolfhound (a Northern
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Dancer/Buckpasser cross, like Northern Guest), Russian Revival and Spinning World, who is
from the same family as Northern Guest.
Jet Master is sire of grade two winner Razzle Dazzle Rose out of a mare by Northern Dancer
grandson, Last Tycoon, who is particularly interesting here as he is by Try My Best, a brother
to Northern Guest, the broodmare sire of Pomodoro. Similarly, Cordoba, who is by Try My
Best’s brother, El Gran Senor, could also prove positive.
There is also a Jet Master stakes winner out of a mare by Royal Academy (sire of the
Australian stallion, Bel Esprit). Nijinsky II might also be brought in through Dancing Champ
(a parallel cross to Northern Guest), Caerleon and Silvano. It might also be interesting to try
the Storm Cat branch through Giant’s Causeway and his son, Shamardal, Jet Master and
Giant’s Causeway both combing Northern Dancer/Glorious Song and the sister/brother
Glorious Spring/Roberto. Northern Dancer via Rambo Dancer has also produced the dam of
a Jet Master stakes winner.
Jet Master has sired grade one winner Past Master out of a mare by Western Winter (by
Gone West), and Rakeen has a graded stakes winner out of a mare by the same horse.
Western Winter is a grandson of Mr. Prospector, and there is also a Jet Master stakes
winner out of a mare by Mutakddim, who is by the Mr. Prospector horse, Seeking the Gold
(also sire of Lecture, Windrush and of Dubawi, who stood in Australia and might fit well
here). With Pomodoro’s close inbreeding to Northern Dancer, it might also be worth trying
Machiavellian, who is free of Northern Dancer, gives a double of Halo, and goes back to a
half-sister to Northern Dancer. He is sire of Kahal, Street Cry (sire of Street Sense), Right
Approach and Vettori.
With Pomodoro’s close inbreeding to Northern Dancer, it might also be worth trying
Machiavellian, who is free of Northern Dancer, gives a double of Halo, and goes back to a
half-sister to Northern Dancer. He is sire of Kahal, Street Cry (sire of Street Sense), Right
Approach and Vettori.
Mr. Prospector is by Raise a Native, and another Raise a Native branch that has worked her
is Alydar via Centenary, and this strain might also be introduced via Houston Connection.
There is also a grade three winner by Jet Master out of a mare by Argosy (by Affirmed, a
grandson of Raise a Native) and from the Majestic Prince/Majestic Light, branch Jet Master
sired grade one winner Alamanda out of a mare by Coastal. Another branch of Native
Dancer, the sire of Raise a Native is that of Sharpen Up. That branch has also well under Jet
Master producing stakes winners out of mares by Icelander (by Kris) and Sharp Romance,
and Fine Edge would be another source.
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Jet Master demonstrated a strong affinity for stallions from the Bold Ruler line with two
stakes winners, including grade one winner Love Is In The Air out of a mare by Jungle Cove
(sire of Bush Telegraph; grandsire of London News and Crimson Waves), two graded stakes
winners out of mares by Complete Warrior (who should be very good here on pedigree, and
is sire of Counter Action), and one out of a mare by Flaming Rock (by Ballad Rock, and from
the family of Averof, the sire of the second dam of Pomodoro).
Jet Master sired grade one winner Soft Landing and Stratos out of mares by Golden Thatch
(sire of Goldmark, himself broodmare sire of a Jet Master stakes winner). Golden Thatch is
also sire of Noble Thatch, and is a brother to Waterville Lake and Thatching. Jet Master also
has grad one winner Master Plan out of a mare by Royal Chalice, and two stakes winners,
including grade one winner Ravishing out of mares by that horse’s sire, Royal Prerogative;
he has grade one winners Pocket Power and River Jetez, out of a mare by Prince Florimund;
he has three graded stakes winners, two grade one, out of a mares by Badger Land (sire of
Badger’s Drift); he has sired grade one winner Mythical Flight out of a mare by Harry
Hotspur.
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POMODORO – SUMMARY
Pomodoro is a little unusual in that although both his sire and grandsire were outstanding
stallions, neither have yet founded a sire line (in fact Pomodoro is the leading member of the
male-line at stud). Similarly, several of the broodmare sires that Jet Master and Rakeen
excelled with, also did not leave many major stallions sons, thus the success full crosses that
they enjoyed with mares by such as Harry Hotspur, Prince Florimund, Jungle Cove and
Complete Warrior are hard to replicate.
We’ll also note that Pomodoro is inbred 3 x 3 to Northern Dancer through the sire line of the
sire and the dam. In a broad sense, the pattern of inbreeding relatively closely where the
inbreeding is through the sire line of the sire, and the sire line of the dam tends to
underperform, but Jet Master sired five stakes winners from only 22 starters out of Northern
Guest mares (nearly 23% stakes winners to starters). Three of these were grade one
winners, and the trio demonstrated a wide range of aptitudes from the pure sprinter, J J The
Jet Plane, through In The Fast Lane, a grade one winner at 2000m, to Pomodoro, a classic
winner at 2450m. The double of Northern Dancer 3 x 3 should not inhibit crossing
Pomodoro back over mares by Northern Dancer line horses, especially those by grandsons
or great-grandsons of Northern Dancer (even as close as 4 x 4 x 4, which a mare by a
grandson of Northern Dancer would give, there are at least 40 stakes winners, mostly by two
very successful sires, Exceed and Excel and Rock of Gibraltar).
Although Pomodoro seemed best at middle-distances, he did have enough speed to win a
graded stakes at 1450 m, and a handicap at 1160m as a mature horse. The best runners out
of his dam all won at up to 2000m, but the dam herself, was faster, her wins coming at
1300m to 1700m. Genetically, Pomodoro is probably a somewhat intermediate type, and is
probably going to be primarily a sire of middle-distance runners, and from some of the
strains that might suit, he is likely to get a high-proportion of horses that will be 2400m
types.
Looking at what are the potentially very best crosses for Pomodoro, we can note:
Among the still active strains that have worked under Jet Master, Blushing Groom stands
out, and there is a Jallad stakes winning half-sister to Pomodoro.
The Jet Master cross with Roberto line mares, giving Roberto and a sister has a better than
10% stakes winners to starters strike-rate. Al Mufti’s strike-rate is not exceptional, but the
quality has been very good, and Captain Al and Victory Moon have strains that make them
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particularly interesting. Most other Roberto should be positive, and Red Ransom, who is a
reverse cross to Rollins, the broodmare sire of Jet Master looks very interesting.
Zabeel (sire of Grey’s Inn) has worked under both Jet Master and Rakeen, but is likely to
produce a lot of stamina, unless through a fast source such as Lonhro.
Southern Halo is in the dam of a Jet Master stakes winner, and should be good through
More Than Ready.
From the Northern Dancer line, Lyphard was outstanding with Jet Master, particularly
Elliodor We can note that Sadler’s Wells is a parallel Northern Dancer/Hail to Reason cross
to Rakeen. He is mostly going to be a stamina influence, but he has worked both with the
family of Rakeen (producing Singspiel) and under Jet Master, through Fort Wood. Fairy King
is obviously a product of the same cross as Sadler’s Wells. There is also a stakes winner out
of the dam of Pomodoro by Caesour, who is by Nureyev, a three-quarters brother to
Sadler’s Wells/Fairy King.
Last Tycoon is broodmare sire of a Jet Master graded stakes winner, and he is interesting
here, as he would bring together the brothers Northern Guest and Try My Best. Cordoba
would bring together brothers Northern Guest and El Gran Senor.
The evidence for Rakeen/Jet Master with Mr. Prospector is very limited, the only stakes
winners from the cross being out of daughters of Western Winter and Mutakddim (by
Seeking the Gold (also sire of Lecture, Windrush and of Dubawi, who stood in Australia and
might fit well here). With Pomodoro’s close inbreeding to Northern Dancer, it might also be
worth trying Machiavellian, who is free of Northern Dancer, gives a double of Halo, and goes
back to a half-sister to Northern Dancer. He is sire of Kahal, Street Cry (sire of Street Sense),
Right Approach and Vettori.
From the Bold Ruler line, Complete Warrior, Jungle Cove and Flaming Rock all look very
positive influences.
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POMODORO – STALLION SYNOPSIS
“A South African Derby winner with the speed to capture graded stakes at 1450m, Pomodoro
is the leading son at stud of the sensational Jet Master.
Pomodoro is a half-brother to Quest For Gold, a stakes winning daughter of Jallad. That
horse is by Blushing Groom, and Rakeen/Jet Master has been prolific with Blushing Groom.
This including grade one winners Gluewein and North By Northwest out of mares by Our
Casey’s Boy, a graded stakes winner out of a mare by Jallad, and stakes winners out of
mares by Comic Blush and Candy Ride, and this strain could also be introduced through
Spectrum and Kabool. It would also be interesting to introduce Blushing Groom through
Rahy (sire of Noverre and Fantastic Light).
Jet Master’s broodmare sire, Rollins, is out of a sister to Roberto, and Jet Master has five
stakes winners from 46 starters out of Roberto line mares. This including four stakes
winners, among them grade one winners Little Miss Magic and Yorker out of mares by Al
Mufti, who is sire of Captain Al and Victory Moon. There is also a stakes winner by Jet
Master out of a mare by Into the Sun (a close relative to Dynaformer). Other potential
sources of Roberto including Shuailaan and Labeeb . It would also be worth considering
introducing Roberto through Red Ransom.
Roberto is a Turn-To line horse, and via the Sir Ivor/Sir Tristram branch of that line, both Jet
Master and Rakeen have sired graded stakes winners out of mares by Zabeel. In South Africa
that line could be brought in through Grey’s Inn, a son of Zabeel. It may also be worth
considering the Halo branch of Turn-to through Southern Halo (a reverse cross to Rakeen),
and his son, More Than Ready.
Pomodoro is inbred 3 x 3 to Northern Dancer through the male-line of the sire and the dam,
but two prominent sires, Exceed and Excel and Rock of Gibraltar, have an identical pattern,
and they have sired more than 60 other stakes winners when crossed back over Northern
Dancer line stallions, so one would not be afraid to test Pomodoro over mares from that
line.
Jet Master has been good with mares from the Lyphard branch of Northern Dancer, getting
six stakes winners on the cross, five out of mares by Elliodor (sire of Model Man) and one by
Concertino. Rakeen is a three-quarters brother to Singspiel, a son of Sadler’s Wells, and Jet
Master is sire of grade one winner Thunder Dance, out of a mare by Fort Wood, a son of
Sadler’s Wells. It would also be possible to consider mares by Fort Wood sons Dynasty and
Whistling Wood, and Sadler’s Wells through Casey Tibbs, Dolpour, Braashee and
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Doowaley. This also suggests considering mares by Sadler’s Wells’s brother, Fairy King, who
might be brought in through Tara’s Halls, Anytime, Second Empire, Almushtarak and
Encosta de Lago. Nureyev is a three-quarters brother to Sadler’s Wells and Fairy King, and
his son, Caesour, is sire of graded stakes winner Golden Chariot out of the dam of
Pomodoro. Other sources of Nureyev that could be tried are Wolfhound (a Northern
Dancer/Buckpasser cross, like Northern Guest), Russian Revival and Spinning World, who is
from the same family as Northern Guest.
Jet Master is sire of grade two winner Razzle Dazzle Rose out of a mare by Northern Dancer
grandson, Last Tycoon, who is particularly interesting here as he is by Try My Best, a brother
to Northern Guest, the broodmare sire of Pomodoro. Similarly, Cordoba, who is by Try My
Best’s brother, El Gran Senor, could also prove positive.
There is also a Jet Master stakes winner out of a mare by Royal Academy (sire of the
Australian stallion, Bel Esprit). Nijinsky II might also be brought in through Dancing Champ
(a parallel cross to Northern Guest), Caerleon and Silvano. It might also be interesting to try
the Storm Cat branch through Giant’s Causeway and his son, Shamardal. Northern Dancer
via Rambo Dancer has also produced the dam of a Jet Master stakes winner.
Jet Master has sired grade one winner Past Master out of a mare by Western Winter (by
Gone West), and Rakeen has a graded stakes winner out of a mare by the same horse.
Western Winter is a grandson of Mr. Prospector, and there is also a Jet Master stakes
winner out of a mare by Mutakddim, who is by the Mr. Prospector horse, Seeking the Gold
(also sire of Lecture, Windrush and of Dubawi). With Pomodoro’s close inbreeding to
Northern Dancer, it might also be worth trying Machiavellian, who is free of Northern
Dancer, gives a double of Halo, and goes back to a half-sister to Northern Dancer. He is sire
of Kahal, Street Cry (sire of Street Sense), Right Approach and Vettori.
Mr. Prospector is by Raise a Native, and another Raise a Native branch that has worked her
is Alydar via Centenary, and this strain might also be introduced via Houston Connection.
From other branches of Raise a Native, there is also a grade three winner by Jet Master out
of a mare by Argosy (by Affirmed) and from the Majestic Prince/Majestic Light, branch Jet
Master sired grade one winner Alamanda out of a mare by Coastal. Another branch of
Native Dancer, the sire of Raise a Native is that of Sharpen Up. That branch has also well
under Jet Master producing stakes winners out of mares by Icelander (by Kris) and Sharp
Romance, and Fine Edge would be another source.
Jet Master demonstrated a strong affinity for stallions from the Bold Ruler line with two
stakes winners, including grade one winner Love Is In The Air out of mares by Jungle Cove
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(sire of Bush Telegraph; grandsire of London News and Crimson Waves), two graded stakes
winners out of mares by Complete Warrior (sire of Counter Action), and one out of a mare
by Flaming Rock (by Ballad Rock, and from the family of Averof, the sire of the second dam
of Pomodoro).
Jet Master sired grade one winner Soft Landing and Stratos out of mares by Golden Thatch
(sire of Goldmark, himself broodmare sire of a Jet Master stakes winner). Golden Thatch is
also sire of Noble Thatch, and is a brother to Waterville Lake and Thatching. Jet Master also
has grad one winner Master Plan out of a mare by Royal Chalice, and two stakes winners,
including grade one winner Ravishing out of mares by that horse’s sire, Royal Prerogative;
he has grade one winners Pocket Power and River Jetez, out of a mare by Prince Florimund;
he has three graded stakes winners, two grade one, out of a mares by Badger Land (sire of
Badger’s Drift); he has sired grade one winner Mythical Flight out of a mare by Harry
Hotspur.
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